Effects of an over-ground exoskeleton on external knee moments during stance phase of gait in healthy adults.
Physical activity and exercise is central to conservative management of knee osteoarthritis (KOA), but is often difficult for patients with KOA to maintain over the decade or more prior to surgical management. Better approaches are needed for maintaining physical function and health in this population that can also address the patho-biomechanics of the osteoarthritic knee. The objective of the study is to quantify how a lower-extremity robotic exoskeleton (dermoskeleton) modifies the external knee moments during over-ground walking in a sample of healthy adults, and to evaluate these biomechanical modifications in the context of the osteoarthritic knee. Motion analysis data was acquired for 13 participants walking with and without the dermoskeleton. Force plate data, external knee moment arms, and knee moments in the laboratory and tibia frames of reference were computed, as well as time-distance parameters of walking, and compared between the two conditions. Although gait speed was not different, users took shorter and wider steps when walking with the dermoskeleton. Ground reaction forces and early-stance knee moment increased due to the added mass of the dermoskeleton, but the knee adduction moment was significantly reduced in late stance phase of gait. There was no effect on the knee torsional moment when measured in the anatomical frame of reference, and the late-stance knee flexion moment was invariant. The dermoskeleton demonstrated favorable biomechanical modifications at the knee in healthy adults while walking. Studies are warranted to explore this technology for enabling physical activity-based interventions in patients with KOA.